Product Instructions
Pelsue Tent Repair Kit

1.0 Installation Instructions: Ball End Replacement Kits

1. End of rod to receive new ball end must be solid, with no cracks.
2. End of rod to receive new ball end must be clean and lightly sanded.
3. The appropriate ball end must be selected to fit rod.
4. Using a commercially available two-part epoxy, spread the adhesive on the end of the rod and inside the ball end to be applied.
5. Insert the rod end into the ball end and tap solidly to ensure full seating.
6. Allow curing time as outlined by adhesive manufacturer.

2.0 Installation Instructions: Hub Replacement Kits

1. Select the appropriate hub size from the kit, ensure that you have two parts being the top and bottom sections.
2. From the supplied screws and locknuts, select the corresponding ones to the hub you have selected. The smaller two sizes of the three hubs require bolts and locknut while the largest hub has self-tapped holes in the bottom section to accept the bolts.
3. Ensure that hub tops and bottoms are securely bolted together to avoid stress on the assembly when completed.
4. Replace worn tie down cords and rubber hub protectors if needed.

3.0 Installation Instructions: Rod Replacement Kits

1. Select the appropriate diameter of rod required.
2. Carefully measure broken rod to obtain exact length.
3. Using a hacksaw, cut new rod to length, cutting from the end without the vinyl tip.
4. Install appropriate ball end as outlined in Section 1.0 for Ball End Replacement.

4.0 Installation Instructions: Tent Foot Replacement Kits

1. Select the appropriate foot assembly to fit the rod required.
2. Remove old foot by cutting through bolts where needed.
3. Separate foot assembly in half.
4. Using the supplied bolts, insert one side of the foot through the holes in the bottom of the wall. Next, press the other side of the foot over the bolt.